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Executive Summary
A series of text messages encouraging the return of mail ballots significantly increased turnout in
the November 2017 election among a universe targeted by the PCC Forward campaign supporting
Measure 26-196 to provide continued dedicated funding to Portland Community College. This
experiment tested two different treatments: 1) Adopt-a-Voter encouraged making sure a friend or
family member voted and 2) Calendar provided a digital appointment and reminder to return the
ballot. The Adopt-a-Voter treatment increased turnout by 1.6 percentage points and the Calendar
treatment increased turnout by 0.9 percentage points. In addition to establishing the effectiveness
of text messages for mail ballot chase, the results indicate the Adopt-a-Voter treatment is best
practice. This memo details further results about the timing of ballot returns and method of voting.

Objectives and Context
In the 2017 general election, the Portland Community College Bond Measure Campaign
conducted a voter mobilization program that sought to increase voter participation via text
message reminders. This program was run in Portland, Oregon, which conducts all of its elections
by mail.
Previous testing has shown that text message reminders can be highly effective at increasing voter
turnout. However, this research is distinct in that it helps to identify mechanisms for increasing
voter turnout specifically in postal ballot elections.
In particular, we examined a) the general effectiveness of text messages in voter mobilization
efforts and b) whether a text message asking recipients to promise to make sure a friend votes is
more effective than a text message linking to a calendar reminder function.
This is a valuable research opportunity because the targeted individuals are randomized into
variations of the text message treatment or a control group. This randomized field experiment
allows causal inference about the overall effects of the text messages and the differences between
them.
Selected Universe
The data for the experiment was selected by the PCC Forward campaign from the voter file
maintained on the Voter Activation Network.
Each registered voter in the experiment met all of the following criteria:
1) A resident in the Portland Community College district
2) Past voting described by (a), (b), (c), or (d):
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a. Voted in 2+ of May elections in 2017, 2015, 2014, 2013, 2011, or 2009, or
b. Voted in both the 2016 Primary and General Elections, or
c. Voted in the May 2017 election, or
d. Registered between 4/26/2017 and 9/25/2017
3) Women: age 33-60, and registered as Democrat, Non-Affiliated, Independent, Pacific
Green, Green, Progressive, Working Families, Other, or unknown
4) Men:
a. age 33-44, and either registered as Democrat, Non-Affiliated, Independent, Pacific
Green, Green, Progressive, Working Families, Other, or unknown
b. aged 45-60, registered as Democrat
Treatments:
The treatment was a series of text messages sent by Stones’ Phones reminding people randomly
assigned to a treatment group to return their mail ballots. The treatment groups were sent a series
of three text messages, with a fourth follow-up message depending on the response to the second
message in the series. The first and last messages were the same regardless of treatment group
assignment.
The text messages were sent using Stones’ Phones manual peer-to-peer text messaging system.
Automated text messaging without an explicit opt-in is not permitted under FCC regulations, so the
text messages were sent using Stones’ Phones manual text messaging system. Manual texting
systems allows cost-effective delivery of a large volume of cell phone contacts as compared to
hand-dialing cell phones for a live call, which is much more expensive.
For the second and third messages, participants were randomly assigned to receive a message
either a) encouraging them to remind a friend or family member to vote [Adopt-a-Voter] or b)
containing a link to the reminder function on their phone so that they could easily set a reminder
to vote [Calendar]. Sample text messages are in the Appendix.
The series of text messages was as follows:
• Text 1 [both treatments]: Introduction to campaign via a short online video and reminder
to vote
•

Text 2 [treatment differentiation]
o Adopt-a-voter: message encouraging target to get friends and family members to
return ballot
§ For symmetry of “touches” between treatments, a reminder text was sent to
those who responded affirmatively to this text
o Calendar: text delivers link for recipient to create a calendar item to return ballot
on Thursday, Nov 2nd.
§ For recipients who opt-in, calendar function on smart phone will show
“appointment” to return ballot and produce a reminder

•

Text 3 [both treatments]: text provided link to a webpage providing locations of drop-sites
and drop-boxes for ballots to be returned
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The Adopt-a-Voter treatment was based on leveraging the social rewards from voting (e.g. Sinclair
2012).i Stones’ Phones has worked on variations of this tactic for more than a decade.ii Delivering
similar Adopt-a-Voter treatments by mail has successfully increased in-person voter turnout (e.g.
Mann & Klofstad 2011).iii
The Calendar treatment was based on the “plan-making” mechanism originally developed by
Nickerson and Rogers (2010)iv and now used in a wide array of voter mobilization tactics that have
successfully increased turnout in experiments in the Analyst Institute community. Other
progressive organizations have previously used this tactic to increase turnout for in-person voting
via text message.v
The messages were sent between Thursday, October 19th and Friday, November 3rd, 2017.
Ballots were expected to arrive in homes on approximately Thursday, October 19th. Election Day
was Tuesday, November 7th.
Communication

Date

Text 1 – Introduction

Thursday, October 19, 2017

Text 2 – Treatment Differentiation Text Tuesday, October 24, 2017
Follow-up to Text 2

Adopt-a-Voter follow-up Text: Monday, Oct, 30, 2017
Calendar Reminder Message: Thursday, Nov. 2, 2017

Text 3 – Drop-off locations

Friday, November 3, 2017

Intended Effectsvi
•

Each treatment was intended to increase turnout in the November 2017 election.

•

Each treatment was intended to shift the return of ballots earlier.

•

Each treatment was intended to change the method of return (mail, drop-box, other sites).

•

The two treatments were expected to cause effects on voting behavior, but we had no clear
expectation about which treatment effect would be larger.

•

Each treatment was intended to spillover to co-residents in the same household (but not in
experiment population), with the Adopt-a-Voter treatment expected to cause a larger effect
among co-residents due to explicitly asking to encouraging others to vote.

•

Different treatment effects were expected across the following groups:
o Young (<45) / Older (>45)
o Voted / Did not vote in May 2017 Municipal election
o Reside / Do not reside in Portland K-12 school district (large bond in May 2017)
o Stronger ties to Portland area (data proxy: mobile phone with Oregon area code)
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Evaluation Design
The evaluation is based on a randomized trial design (or field experiment) that is considered best
practice by academic researchers and the Analyst Institute. Each treatment group received a series
of three text messages; the control group received no text message contact from the campaign.
The randomization is conducted at the household level to reduce the risk of contaminating
behavior of co-habitants. For this experiment, households were defined as people with either the
same address or the same phone number on the voter file. The randomization uses an automated
re-randomization procedure to ensure good balance in characteristics available from the voter file
prior to delivery of treatment. the voter registration data used to check the random assignment are
age, gender, party registration, participation in past elections, geography and number of people in
the household.
Random Assignment to Treatment & Control
Households

Individuals

Control

9,445

10,726

Adopt-a-Voter

18,889

21,436

Calendar

18,892

21,516

Total

47,226

53,678

Results
Overall, sending a series of text messages encouraging the return of ballots increased turnout by
1.2 percentage points compared to turnout in the un-contacted control group.vii

Turnout in November 2017
Any Treatment
41.5
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40.5
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Adopt-a-Voter vs. Calendar
When we look at the two different treatments, the Adopt-a-Voter treatment increased voter turnout
by 1.6 percentage points compared to the control group.viii The Calendar treatment increased voter
turnout by 0.9 percentage points.ix The difference between the treatments is 0.7 percentage points
(or a 73% increase in the effect from Calendar to Adopt-a-Voter). This difference falls short of
conventional standards of statistical significance (85% rather than 95%),x but strongly suggests the
Adopt-a-Voter treatment is best practice for the future.
Turnout in November 2017
Adopt-a-Voter & Calendar Treatments
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Method of ballot return
The Oregon Secretary of State provides data on how each ballot is returned: mail, drop box/drop
site, or other (primarily at election offices). The treatments had negligible impact on mail returns or
other returns. There was neither an increase in turnout nor any meaningful impact of pushing
voters from one method to another method of return.
Instead, the entire effect on turnout was due to increased drop box/drop site returns: The Adopt-aVoter treatment increased drop box returns by 1.4 percentage points.xi The Calendar treatment
increased turnout by 1.0 percentage points.xii
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Timing of ballot return
The graph shows the share of ballots returned by day from October 19th through Election Day. The
dates reflect when election officials processed the ballot, which is likely 1-3 days after voters
dropped off or mailed their ballot. The black diamonds indicate the return rate without any contact
(i.e. in the un-contacted control group).
The Adopt-a-Voter treatment (green) generated a steadily growing treatment effect starting
Monday, October 23rd. The size of the effect jumped along with the surge of returns on Monday,
November 6th and Election Day (Tuesday, November 8th).
The Calendar treatment (purple) had no discernable effect until November 4th. While we cannot
know the exact mechanism, this pattern of returns is consistent with the Calendar treatments
appointment and reminder notice set for Thursday, Nov. 2. Similar to Adopt-a-Voter, the treatment
effect jumped as returns surged on Monday, November 6th and Election Day (Tuesday, Nov. 7th).
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Subgroups
No statistically significant differences were found between the subgroups listed in the “Intended
Effects” section.
The election results suggested further examination of county level: Clackamas (N=1,830),
Columbia (N=1,238), and Yamhill (N=704) Counties have too few targeted voters for reliable
separate analysis. In Multnomah County (N=33,688), the text messages caused a 0.9 percentage
point increase in turnout. xiii In Washington County (N= 16,218), the increase from the text
messages was twice as large: 2.0 percentage points.xiv
Net Votes
The cost per net vote calculation includes all costs of design, delivering, and managing the manual
text treatment delivery process.
Treatment

Net Votes

Votes/$1000

CPV

Treatment Cost

Adopt-a-voter

334

33.6

$29.81

[$0.465 /individual]

Calendar

194

19.4

$51.67

[$0.465 /individual]

Note: The total net votes is the number of people who voted in response to the text messages, and
would not have otherwise voted in the November 2017 election.
Lessons Learned
This experiment provides several lessons to establish best practices for using text messages to
encourage the return of mail ballots:
1) Text messages are an effective way to encourage the return of mail ballots in postal ballot
delivery elections (a.k.a. all mail elections).
2) The Adopt-a-Voter tactic appears to be more effective than the Calendar reminder for
encouraging the return of mail ballots in postal ballot delivery elections.
3) The two treatments appear to work through different behavioral mechanisms:
a. The Adopt-a-Voter treatment generated a steadily growing increase in ballot returns
over the voting period, but no major shift in the timing of returns with much of the
treatment effect appearing over the final weekend before Election Day.
b. The Calendar treatment did not generate a notable effect until after the appointment
and reminder date on Nov. 1, which is consistent with the appointment/reminder
driving the effect rather than the arrival of text messages.
4) The increased turnout occurred exclusively via ballot drop sites (rather than mail or office
returns) so it is important to monitor the number and location of ballot drop sites to facilitate
future turnout.
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Future Steps
Future programs to chase mail ballots in postal ballot delivery elections should use the Adopt-aVoter treatment. Additional testing to improve and extend the success of this treatment is
important. It is also important to test this treatment in higher profile elections to measure the effect
on participation when attention to and interest in voting are higher.
The final step in the analysis of this experiment is acquiring data on co-habitants of the
experimental population who were not included in the experiment to determine if the treatment
effect was transmitted beyond those directly treated.
Future programs should consider two tests related using the Calendar concept. First, a combined
treatment that delivers a Calendar reminder within an Adopt-a-Voter framework may increase the
impact of the series of texts. The distinct time patterns in the appearance of effects for the two
treatments indicate different behavioral mechanisms at work, so combining the two treatments
may increase the effect from the Adopt-a-Voter treatment. Second, an earlier Calendar
appointment might generate a larger effect by allowing more time for people to respond to the
appointment-reminder aspect of the treatment. At a minimum, an earlier appointment-reminder
may shift the return of ballots earlier, thereby reducing the late chase universe for campaigns.
Although not relevant for Oregon campaigns, the progressive community would also benefit from
testing this tactic in jurisdictions where mail ballots must be requested (either permanent or
election cycle requests). Texting to encourage ballot returns would be a valuable GOTV tool as the
use of mail ballots increases.
Cautions
The effect of any voter mobilization communication is conditional on the execution of the
program, the jurisdiction, the type of election, the level of interest in the election, and the activities
of other organizations. Repeating these treatments in other election contexts or with variations of
the treatments could produce different results.
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Appendix: Examples of Treatments

1st text message:

[Vote YES link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yAdQ0XHPMOE]

2nd text message:
Adopt-a-Voter Treatment
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Follow up message:
Adopt-a-Voter text message follow up

Calendar reminder follow-up

Final text message:
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Technical Appendix
Randomization Validity:
The random assignments were conducted in Stata 13 using the “re-randomize” procedure
developed by Lock, Kennedy, Mann, Feller & Nickerson (n.d.) to ensure balance across observable
covariates. Randomization was conducted at the household level.
Statistical Methods:
The analysis is based on matching the pre-election experimental population to post-election list of
ballots returned provided by the Oregon Secretary of State’s Office. The matching used the unique
Oregon voter registration identification number. Analysis was conducted using standard regression
techniques for evaluating experimental results.
Hypothesis testing uses robust standard errors clustered by unique address to account for potential
correlation between the behaviors of co-habitants.
All reported estimates are calculated using models that include the covariates used to check
balance in the random assignment procedure. As expected from a well-balanced experiment, the
estimates are essentially identical when estimated without these covariates.
Technical Endnotes
i

Sinclair, Betsy. 2012. The Social Citizen: Peer Networks and Political Behavior. University of
Chicago Press.
ii
Stones’ Phones. 2014. “Adopt-A-Voter: GOTV to Change the Nature of the Electorate.”
http://stonesphones.com/blog/adopt-voter-gotv-change-nature-electorate/.
iii
Mann, Christopher, and Casey Klofstad. 2011. “Voter Mobilization Through Friends and Family:
Social Priming of Political Participation.” Rochester, NY. SSRN Scholarly Paper.
https://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=1901647.
iv
Nickerson, David W., and Todd Rogers. 2010. “Do You Have a Voting Plan?: Implementation
Intentions, Voter Turnout, and Organic Plan Making.” Psychological Science 21(2): 194–99.
v
Stones’ Phones. 2016. “Using Voter File Texting to Get Out The Vote.”
http://stonesphones.com/blog/using-voter-file-texting-get-out-vote/.
vi
Following best practice in academic research, the intended treatment effects and plans for
analysis were pre-registered with the Evidence in Governance and Politics program at the
University of California at Berkeley (egap.org). EGAP Registration #20171105AA; public access
restricted until June 30, 2018.
vii
The overall average increase in turnout was statistically significant at p<0.008, one-tailed.
viii
The increase in turnout due to the Adopt-a-Voter treatment was statistically significant at
p<0.003, one-tailed.
ix
The increase in turnout due to the Calendar treatment was just shy of statistically significant at
p=0.052, one-tailed.
x
The statistical significance for the difference between the treatments is p=0.149, two-tailed.
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xi

The increase in drop box/drop site returns due to the Adopt-a-Voter treatment was statistically
significant at p=0.004, two-tailed.
xii
The increase in drop box/drop site returns due to the Calendar treatment was statistically
significant at p=0.045, two-tailed.
xiii
In Multnomah County, the increase in turnout due to the text messages was statistically
significant at p=0.082, one-tailed.
xiv
In Washington County, the increase in turnout due to the text messages was statistically
significant at p=0.014, one-tailed.
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